An innovator in weaving and editing fabrics for interior design, Créations Métaphores is a celebrated brand, inspiring and contemporary. A French signature par excellence, it consolidates the centenarian savoir-faire of Verel de Belval in silk furnishings and Le Crin in hand-woven horsehair, as well as expertise in the noble textile materials at the heart of its editor métier.

As a nod to a ski station in Paris!

Cabins will be set up in some places to rest, a halt to the paces of return tracks, thanks to a decoration reminiscent of an alpine resort. These cabins will be covered with editor’s fabrics and/or wallpapers.

Quilted bed throws have always been a must-have in the C&C Milano decoration range. Aside from keeping in warmth, they always represent a focal decorative element in the bedroom. Going forward, C&C Milano’s offer will include an exclusive filling that will add an extra layer of warmth to our bedding, in the form of an innovative and eco-friendly cashmere stuffing made of materials of the highest quality, and a new type of padding that allows comfort and breathability for thermal insulation which still retains comfort and style. In the same way as linen, it allows the exchange of air necessary to retain heat and moisture from the body. While the usual range of stunning colours and designs will be available as bespoke, we at C&C Milano are aware that conscious consumption and a future without waste is a duty and obligation for all of us.

Join Élitis in their Parisian showroom from January 16 to 20, 2020, to discover their new collections, experience their singularities and make them play with light. On the occasion of the event, the venue will host a new singular scenography and window displays delicately designed by Janaïna Milheiro, an artisan specialized in feather craftwork – 5 rue Saint-Benoît 75006 Paris.
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